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March 28th, 2022 

Letter of Recommendation   

 

To Whom It May Concern 

  

I highly recommend Marcus Trawick to receive the Eta Omega scholarship. As his teacher for 

9th grade Human Geography and 11th grade AP United States History, I can attest to Mr. Trawick’s 

high level of academic performance. He is a scholar with an outstanding academic record, and he has 

demonstrated qualities that are consistent with your organization. 

In the three years that I have known Mr. Trawick, he has produced academic work of the 

highest caliber. He will undoubtedly do well academically at the colligate level. However, what you 

will notice as he matriculates through college is that Mr. Trawick possesses an intellectual curiosity 

that is often infectious. The student body will greatly benefit from curious nature. Mr. Trawick is 

extremely inquisitive about various academic subjects and consistently seeks to find connections 

between subjects. For example, in Human Geography, Mr. Trawick sought to study the nuanced 

changes in Black culture that occurred about as a result of the African Diaspora. I believe this 

inquisitive nature coupled with his relentless work ethic is the reason for Mr. Trawick’s academic 

success. However, his academic success is not limited to just my classroom. In all classes, Mr. 

Trawick postures himself to learn, and he brings positive contributions to the academic environment. 

Additionally, his character aligns with the values and principles your institution holds dear. Mr. 

Trawick’s character is not limited to his academic honesty. He has proven that he makes decisions 

that reflect a strong moral and ethical foundation. Many of his peers see him as a moral compass. 

They often seek him out for advice regarding moral or ethical dilemmas.     

Through my interactions with Mr. Trawick, I have come realize that his world view is 

centered around the need to help others. Mr. Trawick understands that he is most successful when he 

is using his gifts and talents to benefit the larger community. In college, Mr. Trawick hopes to study 

business. While Mr. Trawick is passionate about entrepreneurship, and he sees college as an 

opportunity to help underserved communities by using his knowledge of business to increase the 

amount of minority owned businesses. As a result of Mr. Trawick’s dedication to academic excellence 

and commitment to underserved communities, I highly recommend him to the Eta Omega 

scholarship.   

 

Sincerely,  

Brandon Render  

 

AP United States History Teacher 
brender@cristoreyatlanta.org 


